[1] During magnetic storms, Joule heating and ion drag, in auroral zones, strongly influence the circulation of thermospheric neutral winds. Joule heating produces equatorward neutral winds at F-region heights with return flow at E-region altitudes around the equator, the so-called Hadley cell. The modified thermospheric circulation produces upwelling of molecule-enriched air at high latitudes and global changes in the atmospheric composition. The equatorward neutral winds extending from the auroral zone to mid and low latitudes through the Coriolis force create westward storm wind which drives an equatorward dynamo current. In this paper, we detect for the first time, in the three longitude sectors, the planetary magnetic signature (D dyn ) of ionospheric disturbance dynamo with its main features: (1) the decrease of the equatorial electrojet due to a westward electric current flow opposite to the regular eastward current flow and (2) the equatorward ionospheric disturbance dynamo currents at midlatitudes. 
Introduction
[2] During magnetic storms, auroral electric currents transfer heat energy to the neutral gas via Joule heating j Á E (j, electric current density; E, electric field). In addition, they move the neutral wind via momentum transfer by the Ampere force J Â B (B, geomagnetic field). Joule heating and momentum force drive thermospheric winds and pressure fields and produce gravity waves and equatorward thermospheric winds at F-region heights [Testud and Vasseur, 1969; Richmond and Roble, 1979] . These thermospheric winds extend from the auroral zone to mid and low latitudes Mazaudier et al., 1985] with a return flow at E-region altitudes around the equator: the so-called Hadley cell. These winds also lift the ionization to regions of lower loss, producing daytime increases in hmF 2 ,i nf o F 2 , and in total electron content (TEC) and global changes in the atmospheric composition [Jones, 1971; Jones and Rishbeth, 1971; Volland, 1979] .
[3] Because of the action of the Coriolis force, the southward meridional winds produce westward zonal motion. In combination with the downward component of the Earth's magnetic field this produces an equatorward Pedersen current. In turn the Pedersen current builds up positive charges at the equator until an electric field is established in the poleward direction, opposed to the Pedersen current flow. This poleward electric field gives rise to an eastward Hall current. This physical process was named ''ionospheric disturbance dynamo'' by Blanc and Richmond [1980] .
[4] The special signature here, considered during ionospheric disturbance dynamo events, was observed directly at mid and low latitudes on in situ measurements of ionospheric electric fields and currents [Fejer et al.,1 9 8 3 ; Mazaudier, 1985; Mazaudier and Venkateswaran, 1990; Fejer and Scherliess, 1995; Abdu et al., 1997] .
[5] In this brief report we concentrate our attention on the magnetic data to explore how we can use the data of all the magnetic observatories. The main characteristic of the magnetic signature associated with the ionospheric disturbance dynamo (D dyn ) observed on magnetic data [Mayaud, 1982; Sastri, 1988; Fambitakoye et al., 1990; Le Huy and Amory-Mazaudier, 2005 ] is a decrease of the amplitude of the H component at the magnetic equator. This decrease is due to a disturbed westward equatorial electrojet flow opposite to the regular eastward equatorial electrojet flow. Models based on disturbance dynamo theory [Blanc and Richmond, 1980] or fossil wind theory [Spiro et al., 1988; Fejer et al., 1990] , as well as recent Thermosphere Ionosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIEGCM) numerical simulations including both Joule heating and ion drag effects [Richmond et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2005] , reproduced all the main westward equatorial electrojet disturbances at the equator.
[6] At the present time we still need more morphological analysis of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo process [Fejer, 2002] . On the one hand, there are in situ measurements of ionospheric disturbance dynamo electric fields at a few locations over the world and during specific periods; on the other hand, there are transient variations of the Earth's magnetic field continuously recorded at 80 magnetic obser- vatories (see Table 1 ). Le Huy and Amory- Mazaudier [2005] proposed using the INTERMAGNET network to progress in the understanding of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo process and defined morphological criteria to select events. They selected five events of ionospheric disturbance dynamo and showed that for all these events the westward disturbance of the H component at the equator is detected. Nevertheless, this disturbance is longitudinally asymmetric. It can develop in one longitude sector (American, Asian, African-European), two longitude sectors, or in all longitude sectors.
[7]A m o n gt h ef i v es e l e c t e de v e n t s[ Le Huy and Amory -Mazaudier, 2005] , 25 November 2001 was the sole day after a storm to exhibit the same equatorial magnetic signature of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo D dyn in the three longitude sectors. Such an event is very rare. Using the Aa magnetic index series [Mayaud, 1971 [Mayaud, , 1972 , we found only 23 events, during the period 1868 -2007, which exhibit the same signature on solar-geomagnetic activity, i.e., Aa > 100 nT on the day of the storm and Aa < 20 nT on the day after the storm. In this brief report we propose the detailed analysis of the case of 25 November 2001. Section 2 is a presentation of the main morphological characteristics of the storm event and the data reduction. Section 3 is the analysis of the planetary maps of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo equivalent currents. Section 4 is the conclusion. Figure 1c shows the Dst index, and Figures 1d and 1e show the AU and AL indices. The Dst index is related to the ring current, and the AU and AL indices are related to the auroral eastward and westward electrojets. There are decreases in Dst and increases in AU and AL with both reversals of the IMF. It is interesting to notice that AU and AL exhibit different maxima of the same amplitude ($1000 nT) during the whole disturbed period, on 24 November from 0600 to 1800 UT, except for one peak around 1400 UT: At that time the westward electrojet (AL, Figure 1d ) reaches 3000 nT. These observations illustrate the asymmetry of the two auroral electrojets which will generate asymmetry in the disturbance dynamo equivalent current system in the different longitude sectors, as we will observe in the following. Around 0300 and 1200 UT, there are no clear auroral variations in the AU and AL (Figures 1d and 1e ) associated with small variations observed on the solar wind X component (Figure 1a) . We must recall here that in the present study we analyze the magnetic signature of storm wind perturbation during more than 1 d, using magnetic data averaged over 1 h. This time resolution is larger than the time resolution of solar wind parameters.
Main Morphological Characteristics of the Event and Data Reduction
[9] After the main phase of the storm, from 0600 until 1500 UT (Figure 1c) , Dst slowly increases during the recovery phase which lasts several days after the storm. On 25 November 2001 the AU and AL indices (Figures 1d  and 1e ) are very weak after 1800 UT; 25 November 2001 is a quiet day after a storm. The two auroral electrojets are very weak during the whole day, and we can neglect the equatorial magnetic disturbance related to the direct penetration of the electric field (DP 2), [Nishida, 1968] . Indeed, during magnetic quiet days the two convection cells (DP 2) related to the magnetospheric convection [Axford and Hines, 1961] are confined to auroral and polar regions [Nagata and Kokubun, 1962] .
[10] Therefore we consider that the Earth's magnetic field integrates mainly the effects of (1) the regular electric current related to global winds driven by solar heating S R , (2) the disturbance ionospheric dynamo D dyn related to the disturbance winds driven by high-latitude heating and ion drag, and (3) the symmetric part of ring current effect DR, which is not negligible, it is derived from the Dst.
[11] This estimation of D dyn is only valid on the dayside between 0600 and 1800 LT.
[12] Here we estimate the magnetic signature D dyn following the method defined by Le Huy and Amory-Mazaudier [13] For this study the S R variability is an important factor. We have estimated the S R variability over the month of November 2001 at the Phu Thuy observatory in Vietnam, by the standard deviation from monthly mean, and find it to be $20 nT. All the values of the magnetic disturbance dynamo D dyn at Phu Thuy around noon are greater than 20 nT and cannot be explained by the variability of S R . Such an estimation must be done in the future for all the magnetic observatories over the world (but it is out of the scope of this brief report).
[14] We calculate for the whole INTERMAGNET data set the equivalent current system D dyn related to the ionospheric disturbance dynamo process. Following Ampere's law, ionospheric currents circulating in the E region (mainly perpendicular to the Earth's magnetic field) account for variations in the Earth's magnetic field. The relationship linking these variables was put forward by Chapman and Bartels [1940] :
[15] In this equation, B is expressed in g (10 À9 T), and J is expressed in amperes per kilometer; f is a corrective factor that takes ground currents into account and that is taken to be equal to 0.6 [Kamide and Brekke, 1975] . An eastward ionospheric current induces a variation in the northward component of the magnetic field, whereas a southward current induces an eastward variation in the magnetic field.
[16] At midlatitudes a rough comparison can be made between the magnetic field variation and ionospheric horizontal electric currents. Assuming that the E region (where the electric ionospheric currents are circulating) can be assimilated to a layer with a very broad horizontal area (L) and a modest vertical dimension (l) [see Mazaudier, 1982] , therefore the magnetic components of the Earth's of the Earth's magnetic field, J x is the horizontal northward current, and J y is the eastward one. At equatorial latitudes the ground currents can be neglected [Fambitakoye, 1973] , and the current flow mainly follows the east-west direction:
Data Analysis of the Planetary Magnetic Signature D dyn
[17] In a first step we selected six magnetic stations, two stations in each longitude sector at midlatitudes and equatorial latitudes: Phu Thuy and Bac Lieu in the Asian longitude sector, Chambon-la-Forêt and Addis Abeba in the European-African longitude sector, and Boulder and Huancayo in the American longitude sector. For each longitude sector the first station is under the influence of the Sq/S R current system, and the second station is under the influence of the equatorial electrojet.
[18] Figure 2 presents for the six stations the equivalent ionospheric disturbance dynamo horizontal currents on 25 November 2001 during the daytime. For each station we have marked local noon.
[19] We must recall here that the normal pattern of the Sq equivalent current system is a current cell centered on 1200 LT with an anticlockwise current circulation in the Northern Hemisphere and a clockwise current circulation in the Southern Hemisphere. An anti-Sq current circulation corresponds to a reversed behavior, i.e., a clockwise current circulation in the Northern Hemisphere and anticlockwise current circulation in the Southern Hemisphere.
[20] At Phu Thuy (below the focus of the Sq current in the Asian sector) the magnetic signature of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo D dyn is directed northeast before 1100 LT and southeast after 1100LT; this is an anti-Sq circulation. We can notice that the equivalent current amplitude is greater than 20 A/km (A/km = nT), the variability of the S R . At Chambon-la-Forêt (midlatitudes in the European sector), D dyn is southeast before 0800 LT, and then it turns to the east from 0800 to 1000 LT. After 1000 LT it turns southward. Since 1000 LT it is an anti-Sq circulation. The amplitude of the D dyn perturbation is significant after noon; before noon it is too small. At Boulder (midlatitudes in the American sector), D dyn is directed northward before 1000 LT and then turns to the south from 1000 to 1400 LT. After 1400 LT it returns to the northwest. Boulder exhibits an anti-Sq circulation. The amplitude of the perturbation is always greater than 20 nT. The anti-Sq circulation is observed at all the stations under the influence of the Sq/S R current in the three longitude sectors during the whole day or a part of the day.
[21] In the three magnetic observatories located at equatorial latitudes, Bac Lieu (BCL), Addis Ababa (AAE), and Huancayo (HUA) in the American sector, we observe a westward current flow on the daytime. This signature was previously observed by Le Huy and Amory-Mazaudier [2005] . [22] Maps of the horizontal equivalent current system are shown in Figure 3a at 0430 UT, daytime in the Asian sector; Figure 3b at 1230 UT, daytime in the European-African sector; and Figure 3c at 1930 UT, daytime in the American sector.
[23] In Figures 3a -3c we can clearly identify the strong westward equivalent current at the equator, reversed from the usual pattern and the anti-Sq/S R circulation at midlatitudes. Nevertheless, the pattern is different from one longitude sector to another, and we can relate this fact to the asymmetry observed in the auroral electrojets.
[24] In Figure 3a , corresponding to the daytime in the Asian sector, we cannot identify a main cell because of the lack of data in this sector. In Figure 3a we observe over Europe in the morning a current circulation corresponding to the afternoon Sq circulation. It is an anti-Sq circulation for these morning hours.
[25] In Figures 3b and 3c we can clearly identify a main anti-Sq cell. In Figure 3b the anti-Sq cell is very well defined in the European sector where there are many magnetic observatories.
Discussion and Conclusion
[26] In this brief report we used the INTERMAGNET network to determine, for the first time, at a planetary scale the equivalent current maps of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo physical process (D dyn ) observed on 25 November 2001. The equivalent magnetic currents present the main features predicted by the recent simulations of the TIEGCM model [Richmond et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2005] : (1) a westward disturbance of the equatorial electrojet and (2) midlatitude equatorward currents.
[27] We must recall here that the derivation of equivalent current system from ground magnetic variations is a very rough estimation of the real ionospheric electric currents. Indeed, if these equivalent current systems are strongly related to the ionospheric electric currents, they also include the effects of magnetospheric parallel currents, mainly on the D component of the Earth's magnetic field. It is important in the future to relate this analysis of the magnetic signature of the storm wind dynamo physical process (D dyn ) to in situ measurements and model predictions.
[28] As the ionospheric electric current measurements are very scarce, magnetic data are still very important to approach these currents.
[29] This work clearly highlights the lack of magnetic observatories in the Southern Hemisphere and the need to extend the INTERMAGNET network.
[30] In the future a systematic analysis of all the cases of disturbance dynamo must be made with numerical simulations in order to understand the part of ionospheric currents (perpendicular and parallel to the Earth's magnetic field) in magnetic signature D dyn observed at ground level. 
